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1. Inventions that utilize AI, as well as inventions that are 
developed by AI, have commonly been referred to as “AI 
inventions.” What are elements of an AI invention?
For example:
– the problem to be addressed (e.g., application of AI); 
– the structure of the database on which the AI will be trained/will act; 
– the training of the algorithm on the data; 
– the algorithm itself; 
– the results of the AI invention through an automated process; 
– the policies/weights to be applied to the data that affects the 

outcome of the results; and/or
– other elements.
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– “It does a disservice to all computer-implemented inventions 
to make a distinction between AI and other computer-
implemented technologies.”

– “The rules and procedures governing the patent protection of 
computer-implemented technology and broadly applicable 
enabling technologies should govern patent protection of AI.”

– “AI is a quickly developing area of technology, and the set of 
elements of an AI invention today are not the set of elements of 
an AI invention of 10 years ago, nor will it necessarily be the set 
of elements of future AI inventions.”

Public Comments
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2. What are the different ways that a natural person can contribute 
to conception of an AI invention and be eligible to be a named 
inventor?  For example:
– designing the algorithm and/or weighting adaptations;
– structuring the data on which the algorithm runs;
– running the AI algorithm on the data and obtaining the results.
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– “[S]imply ‘running the AI algorithm on the data and obtaining 
the results’ where the ‘algorithm’ and ‘data’ are given may 
not constitute conception of a patentable invention.”

– “However, it is possible that conceiving a process for acquisition 
of a data set and filtering or selecting it as a training data set for a 
‘generic’ pattern-identifying algorithm may constitute ‘conception’ 
of an invention. Whether the invention is otherwise patentable 
should remain an independent issue.”

Public Comments
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Ex. 39 - Training a Neural Network for Facial Detection
Ex. 39. A computer-implemented method of training a neural network for facial detection comprising:  
collecting a set of digital facial images from a database;
applying one or more transformations to each digital facial image including mirroring, rotating, 

smoothing, or contrast reduction to create a modified set of digital facial images;
creating a first training set comprising the collected set of digital facial images, the modified set of 

digital facial images, and a set of digital non-facial images; 
training the neural network in a first stage using the first training set; 
creating a second training set for a second stage of training comprising the first training set and 

digital non-facial images that are incorrectly detected as facial images after the first stage of training; and
training the neural network in a second stage using the second training set.    

Step 2A — Prong 1: Recites a judicial exception?
 No
o Mathematical concepts are not recited in the claims
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Ex. 39 - Training a Neural Network for Facial Detection
Ex. 39. A computer-implemented method of training a neural network for facial detection comprising:  
collecting a set of digital facial images from a database;
applying one or more transformations to each digital facial image including mirroring, rotating, 

smoothing, or contrast reduction to create a modified set of digital facial images;
creating a first training set comprising the collected set of digital facial images, the modified set of 

digital facial images, and a set of digital non-facial images; 
training the neural network in a first stage using the first training set; 
creating a second training set for a second stage of training comprising the first training set and 

digital non-facial images that are incorrectly detected as facial images after the first stage of training; and
training the neural network in a second stage using the second training set.    

Step 2A — Prong 2: Integrated into a practical application?
Step 2B: Provides an inventive concept?
 N/A since found eligible in Step 2A — Prong 1



Claim Example - US 10,489,270 

A system comprising: one or more processors and a memory;

one or more modules, wherein the one or more modules are configured to be executed 

by the one or more processors to perform actions that:
obtain historical data of changes made to at least one source code file;

extract change features from the historical data, the change features including a bug density, an 

addition factor and a deletion factor;

apply a time weight to each of the change features, the time weight based on a time changes were 

made to the at least one source code file;

extract complexity features from the at least one source code file, the complexity features including 

counts of a plurality of programming elements in the at least one source code file;

associate a label with each of a plurality of feature vectors, a feature vector including the weighted 

change features and the complexity features; and

train a classifier machine learning model on the plurality of feature vectors and labels to 

predict a likelihood that a source code file will have a software bug.



Claim Example – US 10,452947

A camera comprising: a sensor array including a plurality of sensors;
an infrared (IR) illuminator configured to emit active IR light in an IR light sub-band;
a plurality of spectral illuminators, each spectral illuminator configured to emit active spectral light 
in a different spectral light sub-band;
a depth controller machine configured to determine a depth value for each of the plurality of sensors 
based on the active IR light,
a spectral controller machine configured to, for each of the plurality of sensors, determine a spectral 
value for each spectral light sub-band of the plurality of spectral illuminators; and

an output machine configured to output a test depth+multi-spectral image including a plurality of pixels, 
each pixel corresponding to one of the plurality of sensors of the sensor array and including at least: a depth 
value, and
a spectral value for each spectral light sub-band of the plurality of spectral illuminators;

an object recognition machine previously trained with a set of labeled training 
depth+multi-spectral images having a same structure as the test depth+multi-spectral
image, the object recognition machine configured to output a confidence value indicating a 
likelihood that the test depth+multi-spectral image includes a specified object.



Claim Example – US 10,354,015

A neural machine translation system implemented by one or more computers, 
the neural machine translation system comprising:
a convolutional encoder neural network configured to:

receive an input sequence of source embeddings representing a source sequence of 
words in a source natural language; and

process the input sequence of source embeddings to generate an encoded 
representation of the source sequence; and

a masked convolutional decoder neural network configured to:
receive the encoded representation of the source sequence generated by the 

convolutional encoder neural network; and
process the encoded representation of the source sequence to generate an output 

sequence of target embeddings representing a target sequence of words that is a 
translation of the source sequence into a target natural language.
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Claim Example 

      …cited from the JPO exam guideline with modification 

A business plan design apparatus comprising: 

a reception means for receiving a product type, web 

advertisements and comments; 

a simulation means for simulating sales quantity of 

the product based on the product type, web advertisements 

and comments, using an estimation model that has been 

trained through machine learning with training data 

containing product types, web advertisements and 

comments of products and past sales quantities of the 

products; and 

an output means for outputting the sales quantity. 



Autonomous 

driving 

Manual driving ok? 

Manual 

driving: OK 

Images of drivers 

Image of driver 

Manual 

driving: NG 

Training 

Enablement is satisfied:  

even if training data is labeled by human, provided that 

the correlation is understood via general knowledge. 

Evaluation by Human 



An autonomous driving system comprising: 

an image capturing unit that is positioned to capture 

an image of a driver; and 

a quick reaction capability estimation unit that 

inputs the image to a trained learning model and obtains 

a quick reaction capability of the driver from a trained 

learning model, the trained learning model having been 

trained through machine leaning to estimate a quick 

reaction capability of the driver, 

wherein switching from an autonomous driving to a 

manual driving is prohibited, in case the quick reaction 

capability is below a predetermined value. 

Claim Example …. cited from the Exam Guideline with modification 



Claim 1 

• body height 

• face shape 

• body weight 

Claim 2 

Said face shape is 

face-outline angle 

・ face image 
・ body height 

body weight 

69.6kg BMI F
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Specification 

Claim 2: Enable, because correlation among training 

              data is supported in the spec. by data, but 

Claim 1: Not enabled, because the correlation is not 

              supported by the spec. nor presumed. 

Training 



1. A body weight estimation system comprising: 

a model generation means for generating a model that 

estimates a body weight of a person based on a feature 

value of a face shape and a height of the person, through 

machine learning using training data containing feature 

values of face images and heights and weights of people; 

a reception means for receiving a face image and 

height of a person; 

a feature obtainment means for obtaining a feature 

value of a face shape by analyzing the face image; and 

a processing means for outputting an estimated body 

weight of the person based on the feature value and the 

height of the person, using the model. 

Claim Example …. cited from the Exam Guideline with modification 



2. The body weight estimation system as claimed 

in Claim 1, wherein the feature value representing 

the face shape is a face-outline angle. 

Claim Example   …cited from the JPO exam guideline 



Known 

substance 

Claim 2 (Enabled) 

   Said allergic reaction is contact 

   dermatitis 

Test 

substance 

Expected incidence rate 

of allergic reaction 

 Specification discloses examination results that verify 

 the expected contact-dermatitis rate by the test substance 

Claim 1 (Not Enable) 

Incidence rate of allergic reaction 
Training 

Enablement is satisfied, if a correlation among training 

data is verified by examination results of AI output. 



1. A method for estimating an allergy incidence rate of a test 

substance comprising: 

inputting a training data to an artificial intelligence model, the 

training data including a group of data representing a shape change of 

a human X cell in culture solution and a scoring data on incidence 

rates of human allergic reaction caused by each substance, in which 

each substance is separately added to the culture solution and the 

incidence rate of allergic reaction caused by each substance is known; 

obtaining a group of data representing a shape change of a 

human X cell that has been measured in culture solution to which a 

test substance is added; 

inputting, to the trained artificial intelligence model, the group of 

data obtained by said obtaining; and 

causing the trained artificial intelligence model to calculate a 

scoring data of an incidence rate of human allergic reaction. 

 

Non-Enable Claim Example 

      …cited from the JPO exam guideline 



2. The method for estimating an allergy incidence 

rate as claimed in Claim 1, 

  

wherein the allergic reaction is contact dermatitis. 

Enabled Claim Example 

   …cited from the JPO exam guideline with modifications 



Composition of 

anaerobic 

adhesive 

 

Curing strength 

within 5 minutes 

of curing 

 

Curing strength 

after 24 hours 

A 

Anaerobic adhesive  

comprising: 

compound A 〇 %  

compound B △% 

No disclosure of 

actual production 

or measurement of 

the curing  

strength. 

Anaerobic adhesive  

with a curing strength 

equal to 30 %? 

Q 

Training 

A product estimated by AI is not enabled, unless the 

actual product or estimation accuracy is verified. 

Not Patentable 



power 

• Past water inflow into a dam 

• Water flow of the river upper stream 

• Precipitation around the upper stream 

Expected power generation capacity 

Not Inventive: Mere conversion to AI 

Training 

Later power generation capacity in the past 

 Past water inflow into a dam 

 Water flow of the river upper stream 

 Precipitation around the upper stream 

  

Prior art estimates power generating capacity by regression. 

power 



1. An estimation system of a power generating capacity 

comprising: 

a neural network in which input contains a precipitation 

amount of a river upper stream, a water flow of the upper 

stream, and a water inflow into a dam during a period between 

a reference time and a predetermined time before the 

reference time, and output contains a power generating 

capacity after the reference time; 

a machine learning unit that trains the neural network 

using a training data corresponding to actual values of the 

input and the output; and 

an estimation unit that inputs data to the neural network 

being trained by the machine learning unit by setting current 

time as the reference time, and calculates power generating 

capacity. 

 

 

Claim Example …. cited from the Exam Guideline with modification 



2. The estimation system of a power generating capacity 

as in Claim 1, wherein the input further contains 

temperature of upper area during the predetermined 

period. 
 …. cited from the Exam Guideline with modification 

 

 

This makes estimation accurate, taking increase of inflow 

rate due to meltwater in spring into consideration. 

No prior art considered the past temperature. 

 

 

 

Inventive: where a new type of input provides 

    significant technical effects 



A dementia stage estimation apparatus comprising: 

     a voice analyzer for specifying voices of a questioner and 

patient; 

     a voice recognition means for converting the voices of 

questioner and patient into question text and patient text, 

respectively; 

     a question topic specifying means for specifying a question 

topic based on the question text; and 

     a dementia stage determination means for inputting the 

question topic and the patient text to a trained neural network 

and determining a dementia stage of the patient, 

     wherein the neural network is trained through machine 

learning using training data so as to output an estimated 

dementia stage in response to a question topic and patient text. 

Claim Example …. cited from the Exam Guideline with modification 



Suggestion 1 for interviewing AI inventors 
Seeking for preprocess of training data 

Ex.) Sound of engine for detecting malfunction 

     Adjusting volume? 

     Filtering specific sonic band? 

     Cutting noise? 

 

Ex.) Image of airport for landing navigation 

     Adjusting brightness? 

     Filtering out cloud? 

     Offsetting vibration? 



 

 

 

 Learned 
model 

Input 
A, B, C 
(New!) 

Output 
D 

Any 
software 

Input 
A, B, C 
(New!) 

Output 
D 

Proposed invention Might also be inventive 

Suggestion 2:  Claiming with new input 

If a new (combination of) input provides inventive 

step, it might be patentable even as non-AI. 

●Asking the inventor for reasons and test data explaining 

the effects of new input, and writing them in the specification.  

●Any other comparable parameters? 

  Claiming with a word that covers comparable parameters. 



Suggestion 3 for interviewing AI inventors 

Inventors often use open source libraries of AI. 
 
Asking specific parameters given to the AI libraries 
    - for finding any new parameters 
 
Asking how each parameter is prepared 

   - for finding any pre-process 

 

Asking possible further improvements of input and 
pre-process 



Suggestion 4: Avoiding divided infringement 
of learning machine and machine in use 

• Leaning machine could be on cloud. 
 
• Ideal to claim each machine separately 

 ex. Slides 6 (Sales) and 8 (Autonomous Driving) 
• The combination should also be considered. 
 ex. Slide 10 (Body Weight) 
 
• Both machines should be described in the 

specification for satisfying enablement requirements. 



Suggestion 5: Claiming interfaces for 
           easily proving infringements 
∵ It is difficult to prove internal processes & no discoveries in Japan 
 
Input Input parameters 

 How to provide training and actual input (ex. sensors) 

 How to label training data (ex. positive/negative) 

 
Output Output parameters 
 How to use output (ex. controlling something) 
 
Control  Control of training process 

  ex. alarming failed judgements (ex. downhill curve) 

 Control of use process 

  ex. notifying of difficult circumstance for own judgements 
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 Include as many structural features of computer or system, e.g. data memories, processing 

means; describe technical implementation of used algorithms (e.g. pseudo code, data structures, 

programming languages)

 Specify technical interactions, e.g. of signaling and messages between data memories and 

processing units; describe dependency between data content (specific technical

application/purpose) and specific technical implementation

 Include limitations of sources of data

 Describe technical advantages, effects, problem in the description

 Put technical purpose in the preamble part of main claims (BoA T1227/05) and argue that the 

body of the claim is limited to that specific purpose; 

 Limit to special application field where a technical problem occurs

Practical Advice:

Patenting IoT related technologies and AI in Europe
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 wherein the ANN comprises an input layer adapted to receive the input data(x) [or
extracted features], one or more hidden layers [ e.g. convolutional layers …] and an output
layer adapted to output the output signal(y). 

 wherein the output signal (y) calculated by the ANN is processed by a controller integrated
in the apparatus or connected to the apparatus to generate control signals (CRTL) applied
to actuators [….to achieve the technical purpose].

 wherein the data sources comprise (specific) sensors adapted to measure [parameters] of
the environment of the apparatus supplied as input data (x) to the ANN and/or databases
adapted to supply stored data as input data (x) to the ANN.

 wherein the actuators comprise … [e.g. robot arms ... valves….]

 wherein the ANN is trained/structured in a specific manner [….supervised ML,  ... 
unsupervised ML, reinforcement learning]

Patenting IoT related technologies and AI in Europe

Dependent Claim Templates for ANN 
related Inventions
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A computer implemented method for ….[achieving a technical purpose], the method
comprising the steps of:

 providing [raw or structured] input data (x) [or features extracted from the input data(x)] 
supplied to an input layer of an ANN;

 calculating by the ANN an output signal(y) in response to the input data (x) [or in 
response to the extracted features]; and

 using/processing the calculated output signal(y) such to [achieve the technical purpose].

Method Claim Template for ANN related
Inventions

Patenting IoT related technologies and AI in Europe


